The INS/GNSS integration is the commonly used technique for hypersonic vehicle navigation. However, owing to the complicated flight dynamics with high maneuverability and large flight envelope, the dynamic model of INS/GNSS integration inevitably exists errors which degrades the navigation performance of a hypersonic vehicle seriously. In this paper, a new model predictive based unscented Kalman filter (MP-UKF) is proposed to address this problem. The MP-UKF employs the concept of model predictive filter for the establishment of a dynamic model error estimator, and it subsequently compensate the model error estimation to UKF for nonlinear state estimation. Since the MP-UKF could predict the dynamic model error persistently and correct the filtering procedure of UKF online, it improves the UKF adaptiveness and is promising for the performance enhancement of INS/GNSS integration for hypersonic vehicle navigation. Simulation results and comparison analysis have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hypersonic vehicle, which is a kind of vehicles at the speed of Mach 5 or above, provides a cost-effective way to access space by reducing the flight time. It has received significantly resurgent interests in recent years since the two successful flight tests of the X-43A conducted by national aeronautics and space administration (NASA) [1] , [2] . As one of the key technologies of hypersonic vehicle, precise navigation technique is essential for ensuring the feasibility and efficiency of hypersonic vehicle. However, achieving precise navigation information for the hypersonic vehicle is still a challenging task, which is caused by the high maneuverability and large flight envelope [3] - [6] .
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Nowadays, the most commonly used and representative navigation system for hypersonic vehicles is the INS/GNSS (inertial navigation system/global navigation satellite system) integration [5] . This integrated navigation system allows to completely exploits the individual advantages of INS and GNSS, such as the consistently high-accuracy trajectory information of GNSS and the short term stability of INS, which make the optimistic solution to enhance the navigation accuracy a reality [5] - [8] . In fact, the INS/GNSS integration system has been adopted by NASA in a series of hypersonic vehicles, such as X-43A, X-51A and HTV-2 [1] , [9] .
State estimation is of importance for the navigation solution of hypersonic vehicles. For a linear model, Kalman filtering (KF) is optimal under minimum mean square error criterion and an effective tool for state estimation. However, the INS/GNSS integration system is usually nonlinear in essence [10] , [11] . In some cases with a particular focus on real-time computational performance, the nonlinear system of INS/GNSS integration can be linearized by neglecting nonlinear items under certain assumptions in order to reduce the computational load. However, in most practical applications especially for the hypersonic vehicle, as it is difficult to satisfy these assumptions due to the high maneuverability and large flight envelope, the nonlinear system model should be employed by INS/GNSS integration to describe the complete propagation process of system error and reflect the real system characteristics. As a result, a nonlinear filtering method is required to preferably fuse the navigation information from INS and GNSS [10] - [12] .
The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is the typically used nonlinear filtering method for INS/GNSS integration. It linearizes the nonlinear system model via first-order Taylor series expansion so that the linear Kalman filter can be applied [13] . However, for systems with a high degree of nonlinearity, the linearization will cause large truncation error which make EKF output unstable filtering solution. In light of the intuition that to approximate a probability distribution is easier than to approximate an arbitrary nonlinear transformation, the deterministic sampling based unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is proposed as an improvement to EKF. It has been demonstrated in many literatures that UKF is generally superior to EKF in terms of accuracy, and the computational complexities of the two algorithms are roughly in the same order [14] - [16] . However, similar to EKF, the implementation of UKF requires that the system models are pre-defined exactly. If the models involve errors, the UKF estimation will be deteriorated [17] . As to the INS/GNSS integration system for hypersonic vehicle navigation, owning to the complicated flight dynamics with high maneuverability and large flight envelope, it is scarcely possible to establish the vehicle's dynamic model accurately [18] , [19] . Whereas the exquisite measurement model can be obtained based on the prior physical characteristics of measurement device and its precision could be improved furtherly using a large amount of available measurement data [10] . As a result, the performance of INS/GNSS integration for hypersonic vehicle navigation is mainly subject to the inherent errors in dynamic model, and it is required that the employed nonlinear filtering algorithms for navigation parameters resolution should have the capability to handle the dynamic model errors.
To enhance the estimation performance of UKF in presence of dynamic model errors, various adaptive methods have been reported. Soken and Hajiyev studied an adaptive fading UKF (AFUKF) by introducing a scale factor to adjust the Kalman filer gain [20] . However, since the scale factor is determined empirically, it may lead to a suboptimal or biased filtering solution. Cho and Choi developed a sigmapoint based receding horizon Kalman filter (SPRHKF) to improve the UKF adaptiveness against dynamic model error and temporarily unknown sensor bias [21] . However, since this filter is based on a finite impulse response structure, its convergence is poor. Based on the covariance matching technique, Meng et al. reported an adaptive UKF by estimating and adjusting the noise covariance online to compensate the model uncertainty [22] . However, the use of the covariance matching yields a steady-state estimation error, leading to a limited improvement in the filtering accuracy. Song and Han presented an adaptive method to update the covariance of process noise by minimizing the difference between the computed and actual innovation covariances [23] . However, this filter requires the calculation of partial derivatives, leading to a large computational load.
The model predictive filter (MPF) provides a solution to determine the dynamic model for the optimal state estimation. The MPF estimates the dynamic model error by comparing the filtering outputs with the actual measurements, and subsequently correct the dynamic model in the filtering procedure based on the determined model error to obtain a preferable system state estimation [24] , [25] . Due to the real-time performance in state estimation and the correction of dynamic model, the MPF is capable to achieve superior filtering performance in presence of dynamic model error in comparison with EKF and UKF [26] . However, the imperfection of MPF lies in its low convergence rate [27] . Thus it is promising to combine the MPF with UKF to overcome their respective limitations. Nevertheless, there has been very limited research focusing on using the concept of MPF to improve the UKF adaptiveness.
This paper presents a novel model predictive based unscented Kalman filter (MP-UKF) for hypersonic vehicles navigation with INS/GNSS integration. The MP-UKF employs the concept of model predictive filter to establish an estimator for the prediction of dynamic model error, and then it compensates the model error estimation to the UKF procedure for nonlinear state estimation. The proposed MP-UKF enables to correct the UKF sensitivity to dynamic model error persistently, thus it overcomes the limitation of UKF and is promising for hypersonic vehicle navigation. Simulations and comparison analysis with the UKF and AFUKF have been conducted to comprehensively verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed MP-UKF.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF INS/GNSS INTEGRATION FOR HYPERSONIC VEHICLES
The INS and GNSS are integrated to generate navigation solution for hypersonic vehicles by using the high-precision GNSS position and velocity to correct the INS velocity and position errors. In INS/GNSS integration, the dynamic model is constructed by combining the INS error equation with the inertial measurement unit (IMU) error equation, and the measurement model is established based on the difference between INS and GNSS in terms of velocity and position.
A. DYNAMIC MODEL
The local navigation frame (n-frame) is selected as the East-North-Up (E-N-U) geography frame. Denote the inertial frame by i, the earth frame by e, the body frame by b and the INS simulated platform frame by n . The attitude and velocity VOLUME 8, 2020 error equations with large initial error is formulated as [12] .
ib is the measurement error of gyro, which is composed of gyro constant drift ε b and white noise ω b g ; ω n ie is the rotational angular velocity of the earth, ω n en is the angular velocity of the vehicle relative to the earth, ω n in = ω n ie + ω n en is the relative angular velocity between the n-frame and i-frame,ω n ie ,ω n en andω n in are the values of ω n ie , ω n en and ω n in solved in n -frame, δω n ie , δω n en and δω n in represent the corresponding errors; C −1 ω is a relation matrix transforming the relative angular velocity between n -frame and n-frame into the Euler angle error, which can be computed as
The position error equation of INS is given by
where L and h are the latitude and altitude of the hypersonic vehicle; R M and R N are the median radius and normal radius, respectively.
As to the gyro constant drift ε b and accelerometer zerobias ∇ b , they are commonly expressed as random constants:
We define the system state vector as:
Then the dynamic model of INS/GNSS integration for hypersonic vehicles can be established by combining
wheref (·) is a nonlinear function describing the aforementioned INS error equation IMU error equation in continuous form; and w(t)
T is the process noise vector. Discretizing (7) by use of the improved Euler formulation presented in [28] , the dynamic model of INS/GNSS integration in discrete-time form can be expressed as
where f (·) is a discretized nonlinear function describing the dynamics of system state; and w(k) is the discrete-time process noise.
B. MEASUREMENT MODEL
Denote the velocity and position solved by INS as
We take the difference between INS and GNSS in terms of velocity and position as measurement vector, i.e. (9) , as shown at the bottom of the next page. Then the measurement model of INS/GNSS integration for hypersonic vehicle navigation can be established by
where
and v p,k are the measurement noises corresponding to the velocity and position errors of GNSS receiver.
III. MODEL PREDICTIVE BASED UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER
In this section, the new MP-UKF is derived rigorously for nonlinear state estimation in presence of dynamic model error.
A. CLASSICAL UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER
To demonstrate the derivation of MP-UKF clearly, the classical UKF is briefly reviewed at first. Consider the nonlinear stochastic system consisting of (8) and (10) x
where x k ∈ R n and z k ∈ R m are the state and measurement vector at time k; w k ∈ R n and v k ∈ R m are additive Gaussian white noise with zeros mean vectors and covariance matrices Q k and R k ; f (·) is the nonlinear function describing the dynamic model and H k ∈ R m×n is the measurement matrix.
The procedure to implement the classical UKF for the nonlinear system given by (11) is summarized as follows:
Step 1 ( Initialization): Initialize the state estimatex 0 and its error covarianceP 0 with
Step 2 (Time Update): Given the state estimatex k−1 and the error covariance matrixP k−1 , select the sigma points by
where a determines the spread of the sigma points around x k−1 and is usually set to a small positive value, and nP k−1 i denotes the ith column of the square root of the matrix nP k−1 . These sigma points are instantiated through the dynamic model to yield a set of transformed samples
The predicted state mean and covariance are computed aŝ
.
Step 3 (Measurement Update): Since the measurement model is in a linear form, the update process can be performed in the same way as the Kalman filter, i.e.
Step 4: Repeat Steps 2 to 3 for the next time step. It can be seen from the implementation procedure of the classical UKF that if the system model involves the dynamic model error, the predicted statex k/k−1 will become inaccurate. Further, it will make the Kalman gain K k biased, deteriorating the state estimate obtained from (21) . Therefore, without the compensatation of dynamic model error, the filtering solution of the classical UKF will be unreliable or even divergent.
B. MPF BASED DYNAMIC MODEL ERROR ESTIMATION
The MPF can effectively solve the state estimation problem of nonlinear system with any form of dynamic model error. It is proposed based on a continuous nonlinear system, which is described asẋ
where x(t) ∈ R n is the state vector; f (·) is the differentiable model function; G(t) ∈ R n×l is the model error distribution matrix; d(t) ∈ R l is the model error vector; h(x(t)) is the measurement function, z(t) ∈ R m is the measurement vector, and v(t) ∈ R m is the measurement noise which obeys Gaussian white-noise distributed process with covariance R. From the nonlinear system (23) and (24), the state and output estimates can be given bẏ
Expanding the output estimate in (26) by a Taylor series, we havê (27) where ( t) ∈ R m×m is a diagonal matrix with elements given by
U(x(t)) ∈ R m×l is a matrix with the i th row
and S(x(t), t) ∈ R m is a vector with the i th element
where p i (i = 1, 2, · · ·, m) is the lowest order of the derivative of h i (x(t)) in which any component of d(t) appeared for the first time inx(t), and L k f (h i ) is the kth-order Lie derivative [24] .
The core problem of MPF is to estimate the dynamic model error d(t) by minimizing the cost functional defined as follows
where W ∈ R l×l is the positive semi-definite weighting matrix for model error.
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Substituting (27) in to (31) and minimizing (31) with respect to d(t), the following model error solution can be obtained:
Since INS/GNSS integration is a discrete-time system in practical application, we assume that the sampling rate is a constant such that z(t k ) ≡ z k and z(t k + t) ≡ z k+1 . Then the MPF based dynamic model error estimator in discrete form can be yielded from (32), which is given bŷ
It should be noted that in the proposed MP-UKF, the measurement z k+1 in time step t k+1 is processed in (33) to compute the model errord k in time segment [t k , t k+1 ], and the obtained estimate is subsequently compensated to the nonlinear system (11) for nonlinear state estimaton and furtherly improve the UKF adaptiveness.
Remark 1: The weighting matrix W in (31) serves to control the amount of model error used for correcting the assumed model (23) . As W decreases, more model error is added to correct the model, so that the state estimation follows the measurements more closely. As W increases, less model error is added, so that the estimation follow the dynamic model more closely. It is notable that the weighting matrix W can be determined adaptively based on the covariance constraint condition presented in [24] .
Remark 2: In the application of (33) for hypersonic vehicle navigation, the sampling period t can be determined according to the discretization period used in (8) .
C. MP-UKF ALGORITHM
Based on concept of MPF, the proposed MP-UKF has the capability to estimate the dynamic model error persistently and correct the filtering procedure of UKF online. The flowchart of MP-UKF is shown in Fig. 1 , and the implementing process for the proposed method can be summarized as follows.
Step 1: Suppose the state estimatex k and the error covariance matrixP k are given, the output estimate of the system presented by (11) can be calculated aŝ
Step 2: Denote the sampling period as t. According to (28)-(30), the parameters ( t), U(x(t)) and S(x(t), t) can be computed based on MPF. Thus, the model error estimatê d k for the time interval [t k , t k+1 ] is obtained from (33).
Step 3: Perform the UKF prediction and use the estimate of dynamic model error to correct the predicted system state, which is given bŷ
Step 4: Complete the UKF procedure according to (16)-(22) to obtain the system state estimationx k+1 and the corresponding error covariance matrixP k+1 .
Step 5: Repeat Steps 1 to 4 for the next time step until all samples are processed.
IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Simulations have been conducted to comprehensively evaluate the performance of the proposed MP-UKF for hypersonic vehicle navigation with INS/GNSS integration. The comparison of MP-UKF with the classical UKF and AFUKF in [20] is also discussed in case of the typical dynamic model errors, i.e. the unknown bias and the perturbed Gaussian distribution.
As shown in Fig. 2 , a dynamic flight trajectory is simulated according to the actual hypersonic vehicles, which involves various maneuvers such as climbing, pitching, rolling and turning. The initial position of the hypersonic vehicle was at north latitude 34.246 • , east longitude 109.022 • and altitude 40km. The initial velocities along the three axis of the E-N-U navigation frame were 0m/s, 2000m/s and 0m/s, respectively. The initial position error was (15m, 15m, 20m), initial velocity error (0.5m/s, 0.5m/s, 0.5m/s) and initial The above constant dynamic model error is introduced into the dynamic model of INS/GNSS integration during the time interval from 400s to 600s. Thus the dynamic model of INS/GNSS integration used for the Case 1 can be described as
other time intervals
Case 2 (Perturbed Gaussian Distribution Case): The nominal Gaussian distribution of the process noise is perturbed by another distribution, i.e., the actual probability density function is
where ε is the ratio of the perturbing distribution, which is chosen as 0 < ε ≤ 0.5. This distribution is called the contaminated Gaussian distribution. If ρ perturbing is also a Gaussian noise but with a larger standard deviation, the actual distribution ρ actual is termed as a Gaussian mixture. In this study, the perturbing distribution is assumed to be Gaussian and its standard deviation is 10 times that of the nominal distribution. The ratio ε is set with the value of 0.3. Monte Carlo simulations were conducted for 100 times at the same conditions to evaluate the navigation performance of MP-UKF in comparison with UKF and AFUKF. The root mean squared errors (RMSE) of the overall attitude error, overall velocity error and overall position error are computed to show the navigation performance of these methods from a statistical perspective. The RMSE is defined as
where M is the Monte Carlo runs. The overall estimation error is defined as the norm of the navigation parameters estimation error, i.e. errors for Case 1. These also verify that the proposed MP-UKF has a stronger ability to resist the unknown dynamic model bias, thus leading to improved navigation accuracy for the hypersonic vehicle navigation with INS/GNSS integration. Figs. 9-11 show the RMSEs of the overall attitude errors, velocity errors and position errors of the hypersonic vehicle by the UKF, AFUKF and proposed MP-UKF for Case 2. From Figs. 9-11, it can be seen that as the process noise distribution is perturbed, the navigation accuracy of UKF is the lowest among the above three filters, leading to the RMSEs in attitude, velocity and position around 0.2818 , 0.2104m/s and 18.1226m, respectively. The accuracy of AFUKF is relatively superior to that of UKF due to the The above simulations and analysis conclude that the proposed MP-UKF can restrain the effect of the dynamic model errors on the navigation solution effectively, leading to smaller navigation errors than UKF and AFUKF for the hypersonic vehicle navigation with INS/GNSS integrated system.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new MP-UKF for hypersonic vehicle navigation with INS/GNSS integration to address the performance degradation due to the dynamic model errors involved. The MP-UKF employs the concept of MPF to improve the UKF adaptiveness and furtherly resist the effect of dynamic model error on navigation solution. It corrects the UKF sensitivity to dynamic model error in the filtering procedure through the estimation and compensation of the error online. Thus the MP-UKF overcomes the limitation of UKF and is promising to provide reliable filtering results for systems in presence of dynamic model error. The simulation results and comparison analysis have demonstrated that the proposed MP-UKF has preferable estimation accuracy than UKF and AFUKF for INS/GNSS integration in hypersonic vehicle navigation.
Future research work will focus on the improvement of the proposed MP-UKF. It is expected to combine the proposed MP-UKF with artificial intellegence technologies such as pattern recognition, neural network and advanced expert systems to automatically identify the dynamic model errors.
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